ABSTRACT. Several characterizations are given for the Banach algebra of (n -l)-times continuously differentiable functions whose (n -l)st derivative satisfies a bounded Lipschitz condition. The structure of the closed primary ideals is investigated and spectral synthesis is shown to be satisfied. 0. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to study the ideal structure of the subalgebra of Dn~l [0, 1] (the algebra of (n -l)-times continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1]) consisting of functions whose (n -l)st derivative satisfies a bounded Lipschitz condition. We present several characterizations of this algebra and then show that every closed ideal 7 is the intersection of primary ideals determined by I; i.e., that spectral synthesis holds. We show further that the closed primary ideals are determined by the differentiability properties of the algebra.
0. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to study the ideal structure of the subalgebra of Dn~l [0, 1] (the algebra of (n -l)-times continuously differentiable functions on [0, 1]) consisting of functions whose (n -l)st derivative satisfies a bounded Lipschitz condition. We present several characterizations of this algebra and then show that every closed ideal 7 is the intersection of primary ideals determined by I; i.e., that spectral synthesis holds. We show further that the closed primary ideals are determined by the differentiability properties of the algebra.
We let XT (the interval [0, 1] is fixed throughout) be the algebra of functions/for which there exists a sequence {/p}"=1 of functions fp ED" such that H/p -fh-l -* 0 and suPp||/p||" <oo where || • |L = 2^0||/(0IL/i! is the standard Banach algebra norm on Dr. V" is a commutative Banach algebra under the norm H/ll = inf|sup||/p||": fp EDn and \\fp -f\\n_x -» oj-.
V" is easily seen to be regular since we have D" C Q" CD"-1 by Theorem 1.3. In [7] D. Sherbert studies Banach algebras of Lipschitz functions on metric spaces. His work includes V1 as a special case although the theorem on spectral synthesis was obtained later by Waelbroeck [8] and independently by G. Glaeser [3] . Henceforth we refer to V" as £>.
1. Functions with bounded nth-order differences. This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1.3 which characterizes V as an algebra of functions which satisfy a Lipschitz condition on the (n -l)st derivative. We begin with several preliminary definitions and lemmas.
The kth order divided difference of f(x) is defined inductively by setting a2/(x) = /(x) The next theorem contains several characterizations of the functions in VThe proof presented here relies strongly on results obtained by Boas and Widder [1] . The authors thank James Case for pointing out this reference. Proof. We can assume that f(x) is real-valued without loss of generality since we can break f(x) up into its real and complex parts. We show that (a) ■» We now assume that (c) holds and that n > 2. Set g(x) = Mxn¡n\ where M is the constant in (c). As in the proof of Lemma 1.1, AJJfe ±f)>0. By [1, Theorem, p. 497], (g ± ffn~2"> are convex continuous functions. Consequently the right-and left-hand derivatives (g ± /)j£-1) and (g ± /)^n_1) exist, are nondecreasing, and satisfy (g ±/)£*""!) < (g ±f)(g~1) (see [5] ). Thus/(n-2) = [ÛT + f)("~2) -(g -ffn~2)] exists and is continuous. Moreover
since g*"-1* exists. Note that the quantities in brackets yield the existence of f%~l) andf^'V. Similarly, writing
we obtain f^~^ -/ln_1) < 0 and thus that/^"1) = fln~1) = fin~1\
We show next that /*"-1) is absolutely continuous. It suffices to show that \\qr ~ñn-\ -* 0 since lijw)(x)| = |p,(x)| < ||prIL < Af yields supr||^r||00 < M < °°. We have \f<k\x) -q(x\x)\ = ("./.g, f *,(* -tT-l-*(f<*\t) -Pr(t)) dt j < ("-i-fc). J*/2 l/(B)(0 -P,(0I * for 0 < k < n -1.
But this goes to zero with r since pr converges to /*"* in Lx. Thus \\qr -f\\n-\ -*■ 0 and (a) holds, a Several interesting observations follow directly from the theorem. First is the fact that a sequence from D" with uniformly bounded nth derivative which converges in supremum norm to a function in D"(V") must actually converge in the Dn~l norm.
The second observation is the fact that we can characterize V as the set V = {/G C[0, 1] : /i"-1) is absolutely continuous and |/(n)(x)| <M for some M < °° whenever /*n*(x) exists}. Consequently we have Dn C V C D"~l. Given Proof. Suppose /£ D" and </p) C D" with ||/p -/ll"_, -► 0 and B = supplll/plll < «». Since /¿fc) -►/<*> uniformly for 0 < k < n, it suffices to prove that B > |||/|||. Suppose B < HI/HI = l/(n)(x0)| for some x0 and set 2e = |/(n)(x0)| -B.
Since A"hf(x0)lhn -*/(n)(x0), IA^oV*" -/(n)(*o)l < « for some A sufficiently small. By the mean value theorem for nth order differences [2, p. 65], |AZ/P(x0)/A"| = |>J«>(8l < ||/<»)|L <B, and thus
which is contrary to the choice of e. Thus B > |||/||| and the proof is complete, o 2. The structure of J(K) in V-In this section we introduce several closed ideals which play a fundamental role in our treatment of the ideal structure of Q. These ideals are important in any regular Banach algebra (see for instance [4] ).
The hull of an ideal 7 in V is the set 77(7) = {x: f(x) = 0,/£ 7}. Since each /£ 7 is continuous, 77 (7) Thus any closed ideal 7 with hull K must satisfy J(K) C 7 C M(K).
In the event that .ST = {x} we will write Mx and Jx for M(K) and J(K) respectively. Here Mx is precisely the maximal ideal of V at x. The maximal ideal space of V is identifiable with [0, 1 ] in the natural way.
We turn now to the problem of characterizing J(K). Our results here are the natural extensions of Sherbert's Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3 [7] ; the proofs make use of these results and utilize similar techniques. Functions which vanish in a neighborhood of K satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) and thus are in 5. Since these functions are dense in J(K) and S is closed, we have J(K) C S.
To obtain the opposite inclusion we choose / G S and show first that •(n-i) e/ifx^ the corresponding ideal in V1. We have/("_1) G V1 by Theorem 1. It is a consequence of Theorem 4.6 on spectral synthesis that Âi^ï^is precisely the set of /£ V for which f^ vanishes on K for 0 < r < p < n. Theorem 2.4
states that M" + 1(K) = J(K). Since J(K) is the smallest closed ideal with hull K we have M"(K) = J(K) for all q > n + 1.
The proof of Theorem 2.4 is based on the following lemmas. We begin by noting that Kf&x) = t ("Vim^-'gix + ft). 3. Higher order point derivations and primary ideals. In this section we examine the connection between closed primary ideals in V and nth order systems of point derivations on V. An ideal 7 in a Banach algebra is primary at x if its hull is precisely {x}. Thus a closed ideal 7 in V is primary at x if and only if Jx C 7 C Mx. A set of n + 1 linear functionals {dn, dx, . . . , dn} is a system of point derivations of order n at x if for each k, 0 < k < n, dk satisfies Leibnitz' We consider only continuous point derivations in this paper.
Let 7 Proof. We show first that J = Dx n Sx is a closed ideal primary at x. Since J is clearly a closed subspace with hull {x}, it suffices to show that fgEj for / £ / and g E V-Given d £ Dx, we have
since / £ S£ and i/(/) = 0. Since fg E S", J is an ideal.
Since Jx CJ it remains to prove that J EJX. Thus we suppose that f<$ Jx. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem we can choose d ED* which vanishes on /,02p1,, © C(z -x)p but not on/or (z-xf. Thus by Lemma 3.1 ad EDX for some a + 0. But then (acf)(/) ^ 0 shows that /£/ and thus that / =JX. a If 7 is a closed ideal in V, then for each x £ 77(7) the primary component of 7 at x is the smallest closed primary ideal at x which contains 7. This ideal will be denoted by Ix. We turn now to the problem of characterizing Ix. Given a weak-star closed subset 77 of Dx, we set 7(77) = 771 C\ Sx.
Lemma 33. 7(77) is a closed primary ideal at x.
Proof. It is easily seen that 7(77) is a closed subspace and that 7(77) C Sx.
Since 77 C Dx, 771 D DJ; and thus 7(77) = HiDSx:DJx by Proposition 3.2.
The conclusion now follows from Proposition 2.5. °P roposition 3.4. Suppose that I is a closed ideal in V and that x E H"(I). Then Ix = I(DX(I)). In particular S% = M"x.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 shows that Ix = I(DX(I)) is a closed primary ideal at x. Since 7 C 7j it follows that Ix C Ix. As in the proof of Proposition 3.2 given f<$Ixv/e can use the Hahn-Banach Theorem and Lemma 3.1 to find d E DX(I) with d(f) * 0. But then /£ Ix and thus IX=IX. n This proposition describes Ix in the event that x EH"(I)-It remains to examine the primary ideals 7 at x where x EHP(I) but not in 77p+1(7) where 0 < p < n -1. We note first that 7 C Sp and that ISX CSp+i where 751 is the standard product ideal. By hypothesis we can choose /£ 7 with f^(x) # 0. Let dP+1 be any (p + l)th order point derivation at x (dp+1(f) = /(p+1)(x) if p + 1< n) and apply it to fg where g E Sx satisfies #'(x) ^ 0. We have dp+1(fg) = (P + l)fip)(x)g'(x) * 0 by Leibnitz' Rule and thus that ISX is not annihilated by any (p + l)th order point derivation at x. Suppose now that p = n -1. Proposition 3.4 combined with the last result shows that S"~x DIDISX = S" = M"x-The quotient spaces Sp/sp+x are 1-dimensional since / + Sp+X -> f^\x) is a vector space isomorphism from Sp/Sp+ x to the complex numbers. Since / G 7 has /(p)(x) # 0, it follows from the above that I = S£-1.
We repeat this argument withp = n -2 and obtainSx~2 DIDISX = S"~x since there are no primary ideals between S"~x and Sx~2. It then follows as before that 7 = S"~2. Proceeding in this manner, one step at a time, we show that Sp is the only primary ideal at x with x G 77p(7) and x £HP+X(I). We state these results as a proposition.
Proposition 35. Suppose that I is a closed ideal in V. IfxE HP(I) and x£Hp+x(I), 1 <p<n-l,thenIx=Mp = Sp.
The primary components of a closed ideal can thus be described in terms of the vanishing of lower order derivatives and sets of nth order point derivations. It also follows from Propositions 3.4 and 3.5 that an ideal 7 is primary at x if and only if I is of the form Mp, 1 < p < n, or 7 = I(DX(I)). By Proposition 2.5 / has the latter form if and only if 7 is a closed linear subspace between M^ and We conclude this section by showing that the sets Dx have essentially the same structure that Sherbert [7] found for the corresponding sets DjJ of point derivations at x on Lipschitz algebras. This will follow directly from the next lemma which states that Mx/Jx is isomorphic to the corresponding quotient Mx/Jxx in Sherbert's algebra V1. where x0 is chosen in K. It is easily checked that g E M"(K) and that <¡f(g + J(K)) = / + JX(K). Therefore * is also a surjection and thus an algebra isomorphism. °W e now construct 1 -1 correspondences which are inverse to each other between Dx and Dlx. In particular, given d\ ED\, set dx(f) = dx(f{n~i)) for /£ V. Conversely, given dxE_Dx and f ED1, set dx(f) = dx(p~x(f-fix) + Jx))
where dx is defined on M"X\JX in the natural way. It is easily checked that dx and dlx so defined are in Dx and Dx respectively. We conclude this section by noting that the hypothesis that Ä' be connected in Lemma 3.6 is used only to establish that * is onto. Without this restriction Lemma 3.6 together with the spectral synthesis theorem in V1 ( [3] or [8] ) would yield an easy proof of the spectral synthesis theorem in V-The best we can say using 3.6 is that spectral synthesis, namely, 7 = C\xeH^x> I closed, holds when 77 (7) is connected. This result is established in general in the next section.
4. Spectral synthesis in V-In this section we verify that V has spectral synthesis. Our proof is related to a technique used by Glaeser [3] to prove spectral synthesis for the algebra of Lipschitz functions. A more general proof of a different nature was also given by Waelbroeck [8] . We state some preliminary definitions and observations. Definition 4.1. An /£ V belongs locally to the ideal 7 at x if and only if there exists gxEl such that f-gxEJx>.
Let l'x denote the ideal of functions which belong locally to a closed ideal 7 at x, and Ix as before denote the smallest closed primary ideal at x which contains 7. We note that if x £ 77(7) then IX = V since V is a regular algebra. The following will be used in the proof of our main theorem and are generalizations of results in [3] . 
